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GENERALIZED CONJUGATE FUNCTION
THEOREMS FOR SOLUTIONS OF FIRST ORDER

ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS ON THE PLANE

BY

CHUNG-LING YU

Abstract. Our essential aim is to generalize PrivolofFs theorem, Schwarz

reflection principle, Kolmogorov's theorem and the theorem of M. Riesz for

conjugate functions to the solutions of differential equations in the z

= x + iy plane of the following elliptic type:

<M) hx-Ty = au + bv+i>   Ty + Zx- = cu + dv + s-

Theorem 1. Let the coefficients o/(M) be Holder continuous on\z\ < 1. Let

{u, v) be a solution of(M) in \z\ < 1. Ifu is continuous on\z\ < 1 and Holder

continuous with index a on \z\ = 1, then (k, v) is Holder continuous with index

a on \z\ < 1.

Theorem 2. Let the coefficients o/(M) be continuous on \z\ < 1 and satisfy

the condition

(N)        ft b(x,t)dt + ft d(t,y)dt = ft b(0,t)dt + ft d(t,0)dt

for \z\ < 1. And let \\f\\p = sup0<f<1{(l/2W) /"_ „|/(re»)|' dB}"". Then to
each p, 0 < p < oo, there correspond two constants Ap and Bp such that

\\v\\p<Ap\\u\ + Bp,    1</><<»,

\\v\\p<Ap\\u\+Bp,   0<p<\,

hold for every solution (u, v) of (M) in \z\ < 1 with t)(0) = 0. Iff = g = 0,
the theorem holds for Bp = 0. Furthermore, if b and d do not satisfy the

condition (N) in \z\ < 1, then we can relax the condition v(0) = 0, and still

have the above inequalities.

Theorem 3. Let the coefficients of (M) be analytic for x, y in \z\ < 1. Let

(u, v) be a solution of (M) in {\z\ < 1} n {y > 0}. If u is continuous in

{\z\ < 1} n {y > 0} and analytic on { — 1 < x < 1}, then («, v) can be

continued analytically across the boundary {— 1 < x < 1}. Furthermore, if the

coefficients and u satisfy some further boundary conditions, then (m, v) can be

continued analytically into the whole of {\z\ < 1}.
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1. Introduction. The intimate relation between the real part and the

imaginary part of a holomorphic function has been widely investigated, both

for its own interest and for its importance in applications. Generally speaking,

the real part and the imaginary part of a holomorphic function behave alike,

although there are some rather surprising exceptions. Attempts to demonstrate

similarities between the two led to many important results such as PrivolofFs

theorem, Schwarz reflection principle, the theorem by M. Riesz for conjugate

functions, and Kolmogorov's theorem for conjugate functions.

The main purpose of this paper is to extend the above-mentioned theorems

to the solutions of the elliptic equations in the z = x + iy plane of the

following type:

du     dv .       ,
3-a- = au + bv + f,
dx     dy J

(1.1)
du ,dv ,
~- + ~— = cu + dv + g.
dy     dx *

The above problems are interesting since solutions of equation (1.1) have

many properties similar to those of holomorphic functions. Some of those

properties have been studied systematically by Bers [3] and Vekua [11], [12].

The Privoloff theorem states:

Theorem 1.1 (Privoloff [4]). Iff{z)for \z\ < 1 is holomorphic, andRef(z)
is continuous for \z\ < 1 and satisfies a Holder condition with exponent 8 < 1

and constant K on \z\ = 1, thenf(z) satisfies on\z\ < \ a Holder condition with

exponent 8 and constant CK, where C depends only on 8.

This theorem has been generalized to solutions of equation (1.1) by Vekua

[12] under Riemann-Hilbert boundary conditions. Agmon, Doughs and Niren-

berg [1], [2] have generalized it to the solutions of the general elliptic equations

under ' complementing boundary conditions.'

The Schwarz reflection principle can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1.2. Let ß+ be the part in the upper half-plane of a symmetric region

ß, and let a be the part of the real axis in ß. Suppose thatfiz) is holomorphic in

ß+, Re/(z) is continuous in ß+ U a, and zero on a; thenfiz) has an analytic

extension to ß.

The above theorem has been generalized by many authors to solutions of

various types of elliptic equations with analytic coefficients in the plane (Lewy

[7], Garabedian [6]). Yu [13], [14] has obtained reflection principles for (1.1)

with analytic coefficients under linear or nonlinear analytic Riemann-Hilbert

type boundary conditions, and the references can be found there.

The main thing we want to emphasize about the Privoloff theorem and the
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Schwarz reflection principle is that there is nothing at all that needs to be

assumed about the boundary behavior of the imaginary part. However, in the

generalizations of Vekua [12] and Yu [13] to the equations (1.1) under

Riemann-Hilbert type boundary conditions, they both assumed u(z) and v(z)

are continuous up to the boundary. Thus, it is important to study the case that

u(z) satisfies the boundary conditions corresponding to Re /(z) in the Privoloff

theorem and the Schwarz reflection principle, and assume nothing about the

v(z) at the boundary. These will be investigated in §§4 and 5.

Let U = {|z| < 1}. For any/defined on U, we put

(1-2) \\f\\p = lim{¿£ \f{re^def,       0<P<1.

The theorem of M. Riesz for conjugate functions can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1.3. To each p such that 1 < p < oo there corresponds a constant

A such that the inequality

\\Imf(z)\\p<Ap\\Rcf(z)\\p

holds for every holomorphic function f in U with Im/(0) = 0.

And the Kolmogorov's theorem for conjugate functions may be stated as

follows:

Theorem 1.4. To each p such that 0 < p < 1 there corresponds a constant Ap

such that the inequality

||Im/(z)|k<^||Re/(z)||,

holds for every holomorphic function f in U, with Im/(0) = 0.

There appear to be no further generalizations of the above two theorems to

the solutions of elliptic systems of equations other than Cauchy-Riemann

equations.

We give two methods to establish the generalized Riesz and Kolmogorov

theorems. The first method is based on the integral representation (3.1) which

we believe can be extended to many other systems. The second method is

based on the well-known Similarity Principle which is however only good for

the system (1.1).

This paper is organized as follows. §2 describes the notations, complex form

of equation (1.1), the well-known properties of Cauchy type integrals that are

involved, as well as certain integral operators on the xy plane. §3 states the

integral representation for v(z) of a solution (u(z), v(z)) of (1.1) in terms of k(z).

This representation will enable us to prove a number of theorems generalizing
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properties of holomorphic functions. In this section, we also state the well-

known Similarity Principle. §4 establishes the generalized Privoloff theorem

for (1.1). §5 extends the Schwarz reflection principle to (1.1). §6 extends the

M. Riesz's theorem for conjugate functions to (1.1). §7 gives the generalized

Kolmogorov's theorem for (1.1).

The contribution of this work is threefold.

(1) It generalizes the Schwarz and Privoloff theorems to the elliptic system

of differential equations (1.1) without any assumptions of v(z) on the bounda-

ry-

(2) It extends the M. Riesz theorem and Kolmogorov theorem for conjugate

functions to the solutions of (1.1).

(3) It points out that the intimacy of the real part and imaginary part of a

holomorphic function can be expected as well for the solutions of elliptic

system of equations.

2. Notations, complex form of (1.1) and general remarks.

A. Notations. dA is the boundary of a set A.

Ä=dA U A.
C is the complex plane (or xy plane).

C (G ), where G is a closed domain in C, is the space of k times continuous-

ly differentiable complex valued functions in G, 0 < k < oo.

C(ß) is sometimes used as a shorter notation for C°(ß).

C(f,G) is the norm of a function/in G and is defined according to the

formula

C{f,G) m C(f) = max|/(z)|,       z = x + iy.
zeG

Cm(f,G) is the norm of a function/in Cm(G) and is defined according to

the formula

m      k        /      afcf \
cm{f,G) - cm{f) = 22 c(-^-,g\

*=0/=0    \dxK 'dy     /

Ha{G) is the space of all Holder continuous functions with index a,

0 < a < 1, in G.

H(f)[oT H (fa), or else by H (fa, G)] is the Holder constant of a function

/in Ha(G) and is defined by

ult\..aft    r\                  l/(^i )-/(^2)lH(f) = H(fa,G) =    sup_—i^-tt/-.
zuz2SG      |2j - z2\

Ca(G) is the space of bounded Holder continuous functions in Ha(G) such

that
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C„(/,G) = CJJ) = C(f,G) + H(fa,G) < oo.

C™(G) is the space of functions in Cm(G) such that

—^L—k&Ca(G)       (¿ = 0,l,...,m),0<a< 1.

CaU) [or C™(f,G)] is the norm of a function/belonging to C£(G) and

is defined by the formula

W) - C(/.ff) - c-(/) + Jo*(¡^-«4

Cfc(r), where T is a rectifiable simple Jordan curve as defined in Definition

2.1.

C^(r) is defined in Definition 2.1.

Cm(/,r) is defined in Definition 2.2.

C"(/,r) is defined in Definition 2.3.

^(ß) is the space of measurable functions in ß such that the norm

U   r    = f\u\pdxdy
!//>

< oo,   0 <p < oo.

U is a notation for {|z| < x}.

M (f; r), where/is a continuous function in U, is defined according to the

formula

M/*') = {¿£ \f(reie)\Pd9JlP,       0<p<oo.

\\f\\p, where/is a continuous function in U, is defined according to the

formula

||/|^=   sup   Mp(f;r).
P       0<r<l     p

Re/(z) = the real part of f(z), Im/(z) = the imaginary part of f(z).

B. Complex form o/(l.l).

It is convenient to investigate system (1.1) in the complex form. Introducing

the notation

dz      2\dx      dy)'

we write system (1.1) in the form of one complex equation
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(2.1) dw/dz = Aw + BW + F,

where

w = u + iv,       A = \(a + d + ic — ib),

B = \(a-d+ic + ib),      F = \(f + ig).
(2.2)

Conversely, separating in (2.1) the real and imaginary parts we return to

system (1.1).
\î A = B = F = 0 we obtain the equation

(2.3) dw/dl = 0

which constitutes a system of two Cauchy-Riemann equations. Thus the

solution w = u + iv of (2.3) is an ordinary analytic function of the complex

variable z = x + iy.
C. Properties of an integral operator on G.

Consider a double integral over a bounded domain G, with Cauchy kernel

(2.4) ko—IJH^w,

where f(x,y) is defined on G.

Theorem 2.1. Iff G Lp(G),p~> 2, then the following relations hold:

(l)(d/dz)g=f,

(2)|g(z)|<M1||/||v
(3) \g(zO - g(z2)\ < Mj/HJz, - z2\X~2/p,

where zx and z2 are arbitrary points of the plane, and iWj, M2 are constants, Mx

depending on p and G, while M2 depends on p only.

Proof. See Vekua [12, p. 38].

Theorem 2.2. Iff(z) G C™(ÏÏ), 0 < a < 1, then the function

belongs to C?+\V), where V = {|z| < 1}.

Proof. See Vekua [12, p. 56].

Theorem 2.3. Iff G Li(G), then g(z) in (2.4) exists almost everywhere and

belongs to an arbitrary class Lp(G+) wherep is an arbitrary number satisfying the

condition 1 < p < 2 and G„, is an arbitrary bounded domain of the plane.

Proof. See Vekua [12, p. 28].
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Theorem 2.4. Let G be a bounded domain with a piecewise smooth boundary

dG. IfwG C(G), w2 G Lp(G),p > 2, then

(2.5) ^^/^-Ijkp^rff^,       f = £ + /„,

wAere /(z)  w  a function  holomorphic  in   G.  Furthermore,  if w G C((?

U 3G) flrti/Wj G Lp(G),p > 2, iAe«

Proof. See Vekua [12, pp. 34 and 41].

Theorem 2.5. Ler ^4, 5, .F in (2.1) ¿e bounded measurable on U. If w is a

solution of (2.1) in U, w G C(î/), w2 G Lp(U),p > 2, í/ie« w G Ca(Ur), 0
< a < 1, wAere t?, = {|z| < r < 1).

Proof. Let us consider two subdomains Ur and Un of the domain U, Ur

C Ur C U. C J7. C U. Then, according to Theorem 2.4 we have

for \z\ < q, where f (z) is a function holomorphic in Ur and 7\v G Ca(Ur)

(Theorem 2.1). Since/ (z) is holomorphic in Ur, we have/j G Ca(t7r), and the

lemma follows.

Theorem 2.6. Let A, B, Fin (2.1) belong to C™(U). Ifw is a solution of (2.1)

W U, w G C(E/), wz G Z¡,(tf), /> > 2. Then w G C+1(17), 0 < a < 1,

wAere Ur = {\z\ < r < u).

Proof. Let us consider m + 2 subdomains U., U., ..., U.    such that
r '      1' '      rm+i

Ur c V. c r/n c t7r c •. • c Ur c R c u.    CÜ.    CU.

Then, according to Theorem 2.4, we have

-« - <» - ï/i,Aw ]"*'«« - f> - ?«

for z G Ur¡, i = 1.m + 1, where/(z) is a function holomorphic in l^.

According to Theorem 2.1, Tm+l w G Ca(î7r   ). Since/    is holomorphic in

^i'JLi e C^Vm)- Hence w G Ca(Um). Since ¿w +%> + F G Ca(C7m),
by Theorem 2.2, Tmw G C'(L7 ). And since /   is holomorphic in U. ,f.

G Cla(Urmi). Therefore, w G Cj^).
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Repeating this reasoning we obtain w G C™+l(Ur).

D. Properties of Cauchy type integrals. The following two lemmas are

concerned with some fundamental properties of an integral of the Cauchy type

on the |z\ = 1, which can be found in Gakhov [5], Neri [9] or Muskhelishvili

[8],

Lemma 2.1. If $(i) G L , p > 1, then the singular integral

dr

also belongs to L and has the following estimate

(2.7) 115*11^ < MpU\\Lp

where M depends only on p.

Proof. See Gakhov [5] or Neri [9].
Let there be given a function/^) of the point z G Y on a rectifiable simple

Jordan curve T. This function may be regarded as a function of the length of

the arc s, i.e.,/(z(s)) = f(s).

Definition 2.1. A function ./fc) defined on T is said to belong to the class

Cm(T)iif(s)(=f(z(s))) and all its derivatives up to the mth order are

continuous on the arc 0 < s < /. If, moreover, Pm'(s) satisfies the Holder

condition with an index a, 0 < a < 1, then it will be said that/ G C™(T).

Definition 2.2. The norm Cm(/,r) of a function/ G Cm(r) is defined by

the formula

(2.8) cm(f,T)= 2 c(^,r)
*=o    \dsK    /

where

(2.9) C(/,r) - max|/(/)|.

Definition 2.3. The norm C™(f,T) of a function/ G C"(r) is defined by

the formula

(2.10) c;(/,r) - C"(/,r) + h(^Í, r, a)

where

,,„>                         „(fT   v                l/('i)-/('2)l
(2.11) H(f,V,a)=   sup   —r--ja—.
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Lemma 2.2. Let U denote {\z\ < 1}. If^z) satisfies the Holder condition

W9ï)-Mei9l)\ < k\eie> - eie*\a

then the function

(2.12) m-¿-í P-*^v '      2mJdut — z

can be defined as a Holder continuous function in U and satisfies

(i) l^) - <b(z2)\ < ck\z, - z2\a

for zx,z2 G V, and

(2.13) (ü) *A-ÍM*¿,L,ft*
for \z\ = 1, where the singular integral

(2.14) f   ß-dt,       \z\ = 1,
hut-z   '      ''       '

is understood in the sense of the principal value.

Furthermore, if\L(t) G C™(dU), then $(t) G C™(U), and satisfies

(2.15) CO*.,!/) < MC?Ü,dU)

where M is a constant independent of\p.

Proof. See Vekua [12] or Muskhelishvili [8].

Lemma 2.3 (Kolmogorov). Let B be a bounded set in (-00,00). ///

G L(— 00, 00), then the function

belongs to Lx~a(B), whenever 0 < a < 1, and

0.        \i/d-«)
B\f(x)\l-adx)        <Aa\ 111

where Aa is independent off, and the singular integral is understood in the sense

of the principal value.

Proof. See Neri [9, p. 79].

Lemma 2.4. ///(/) G L(dU), then the function
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/(')
*»-£,£ dt

belongs to L (dU), whenever 0 < p < x, and there exists a constant A such that

(2.18) \\fc)\\ir<ApML

where || \\L denotes the Lp norm on dU.

Proof. Let z = e^, t = eiB, then dt = ieiBd9, and

(2.19)
<fc fe"rfg       1     J~$jn , f .,„

7^7 = ¡¡*T^ = 2 cot -2-de + ¿d9.

The function cot ip has a simple pole at \p = 0, w, — it; hence we can express

the function

(2.20)   lcot^ = ^ + _^_ + ^_^_ + P(ö_<i))

where P(\p) is an analytic function for a real variable \p, whenever -4ir < yp

<4tt.
Therefore

m-nn-O^+Cgg- 2i

(2.21)

+ywfv$)d9.

By Lemma 2.3, there exists a constant 2?

(2,22)

(2.23)

and

(2.24)

"*/(e")£*y*  <v/t.

r _iv!l_de
J—n 6 — <j> — 27T

<5„ Hi'

/(Or   /to
J-ff 0 - Ó +^) + 27T

dO <B„

where || ||¿ denotes the L norm for (—k,w), 0 < /> < 1. Following the above

inequalities, the formula (2.21) gives the lemma.
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3. Basic Lemma and Similarity Principle. We shall first derive an integral

representation of a solution w = u + iv of (2.1) in terms of u. This represen-

tation is known and proved in Vekua [12, p. 202], but in a qualitative form

only. We give the proof here.

Lemma 3.1 (Basic Lemma). Let G be a bounded domain, and let the functions

A, B, F be bounded measurable in G. If w(z) is a solution of (2.1) in G,

w(z) G C(G), w2 G Lp(G), andu(z) G Lp(G),p > 2, then

for z G G, where f(z) is a holomorphic function in G, and

(3.2) *) - «p [iffG^§didn]

Proof. Write the equation (2.1) in the form

(3.3) w2 = (A - B)w + 2Bu + F.

We want to choose a function ¡i # 0, if possible, so that

(3.4) M(z)K - (A - B)w] = ¿[ft(zMz)].

By Theorem 2.1, we see

>(*) = exp[i//G^¿£</T,].

Multiplying (3.3) by /x(z), we see

~=[/i(z)h>(z)] = 2B[iu + pF.

Hence, by Theorem 2.4, we have

(3.5) «w) = m - lffG 2JÊm±ildid%

where/(z) is a function holomorphic in G. This completes the proof.

Lemma 3.2 (Similarity Principle). Let A, B G Lp(G), p > 2. Let w(z) be

a solution of

(3.6) wt = A(z)w(z) + B(z)w(zj

in G. Also let
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g(z) = A(z) + B(z)^y       ifw(z) * 0, z G G,

= yí(z) + £(z), í/ w(z) = 0, z G G.

Then the function

(3.8) /(z) = w(z)e-^z\

where

is holomorphic in G.

Proof. See Vekua [12, p. 144].

Lemma 3.3. Let A, B, F of (2.1) belong to Lp(G), p > 2. Then there exists a

particular solution Wj(z) o/(2.1) in G, which may be taken in the form

wl(z) = -lfíG^'S)FQ:)didr,-lffGQ2(z,l:)FJñdÍdri

where ßj, ß2 depend only on A, B and are given explicitly in Vekua [12, p. 187],

Furthermore, wl(z) G C(p-2)/p{G)-

4. Generalized Privoloff theorem. In the present section we shall establish the

Privoloff type theorem for equation (2.1). We shall assume that the functions

A, B, Fin (2.1) are Holder continuous in {|z| < 1}.

We first state some well-known results which are concerned with the Hubert

boundary value problem for the unit disk. By the Hubert boundary value

problem we understand the following problem. It is required to find in |z| < 1

a holomorphic function /(z) = u + iv which is continuous for \z\ < 1, and

satisfies the linear relation

(4.1) a(s)u(s) + b(s)v(s) = c(s),       a/^Tô2 = 1,

on \z\ = 1, where a, b, c are Holder continuous on |z| = 1.

Definition 4.1. By the index of the function a(s) + ib(s) with respect to the

circle |z| = 1, we understand the increment of its argument, in traversing the

circle in the positive direction, divided by 2n. The index of a(s) + ib(s) on \z\

= 1 can be written in the form

(4.2) x = lnd(a(s) + ib(s)) = ¿[arg^i) + ib(s))]]z]=v

Denoting
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w        *>-sX Ltan áá-^J?^!*
and without ambiguity v(9) is understood as v(z(9)) = p(z). We find that the

solution of the Hubert problem (4.1) for the case x = 0 is given by the

formula

(4.4) f(z) = e^[lfo2* .*-»C(a)£±iA + ißQ],

where ß0 is an arbitrary real constant, and C(o) is given in (4.1).

Lemma 4.1. Let G be a real valued function belonging to C"(U), and H be a

real valued function belonging to C(U) D C"(dUr), 0 < a < 1, for every

r, 0 < r < 1, where Ur = {\z\ < r}. If f(z) = u(z) + iv(z) is holomorphic in

\z\ < 1, and satisfies the condition

(4.5) Re(/(z)e-,c?W) - H(z)

for \z\ < 1, thenf(z) can be defined as a function in C™(Ü).

Proof. It is clear that the index of e+,G on \z\ = r < 1 is equal to 0.

For r < 1, we have, by formula (4.4),

(4.6) f(z) = «*«[¿/* e»™MH(re¡°)r^do + #0(r)],

for |z| < r, where

and /?0(r) can be determined by the formula

(4-8) ß0(r) = -if(0)e^ + ¿ £' eilm^H(reh)da.

Since G(re'°) and H(rew) are continuous in r < 1, 0 < a < 27r, we may let

r -+ 1 obtaining

(4.9) /(z) = ^[¿/^ e'Im^//(Ó J^rfa + //?0]

for |z| < 1, where
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and

'2v

JO

Using the identity

(4.11) ßQ = -if(0)eir{0) + ¿ j* enta*a)H(eia) do.

(4.12)        Jü*.L+>i.U.}A-e

for |f | = 1, (4.9) then gives

/(z) = M^-f eiIna<i)H^dt

(4.13)

for |z| < 1, where

By Lemma 2.2, v(z) G C™(17) and the function

(4.15) f ¿i^ß)«

belongs to C™(U). The assertion follows from these statements.

Theorem 4.1. Let A, B, F of (2.1) belong to C™(U). Ifw(z) = u(z) + iv(z) is

a solution of (2.1) in U, and u(z) G C(U) D C"+i(dU), then w(z)
GCam+1(Z7),0<a<l.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have

for \z\ < 1. Setting

<«•»> ''""-¿5—«BÄt^tH-
we obtain

(4.18) Re(/(z)<T''G«) = j3(z)

where
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By Theorem 2.8, w G C™+l(Ur), Ur - {|z| < r < 1}. Hence m G C(U)

n C^+1(9i/r) n C™+1(9t/). According to Theorem 2.2, ¡x(z) G C?+l(Ü),

also because of Theorem 2.1 we have

and hence  /?(z) G Ca(9t/) n C„(9i/r).  Therefore,  by  Lemma 4.1, f(z)

G Ca(l7). Then using (4.20) and (3.1), we obtain w(z) G Ca(U).

Next we want to prove that w(z) G Cxa(V). Since« G Ca(l7) n C™+1(8i7)

D C™+l(dUr) by Theorem 2.2, g(z) G Cla(U), and hence ß(z) G Cla(dU)

n c][(at/r). We obtain, in view of Lemma 4.1, f(z) G Cxa(V), so that

w(z) G C](í7).

By continuing a similar reasoning we conclude w(z) G C™(U).

For the case m = 0, we will have the following refinement.

Theorem 4.2. Let A, B,F of (2.1) be bounded measurable in \z\ < 1. Let

w(z) — u(z) + iv(z) be a solution of (2.1) in \z\ < 1. If u(z) is continuous in

|z| < 1, \u(ei9)\ < M and satisfies

(4.21) |M(e'"') - u(e^)\ < K\¿* - ew*\a

then w(z) is continuous in\z\ < 1 and satisfies

(4.22) \w(zl)-w(z2)\<CK\zl-z2\a

where the constant C depends only on a, 0 < a < 1 and A, B, F, M.

Proof. The solution w(z) of (2.1) is representable in the form w = w0 + Wj

where w0 is a solution of the homogeneous equation

(4.23) d2w0 - ylw0 + 5w0

and consequently it is given by the realation (Lemma 3.2)

(«4)    »„«-A*-»    «»-¿/X(4+#a)fë.

h>j is a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (2.1), and belongs

to CJJJ) (Lemma 3.3).
The function to G Ca(Ü) and the function f\z) is holomorphic in U.

Set
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(4.25) f (z) = Re w(z),       G(z) = - Im w(z);

then f(z) satisfies the condition

(4.26) Re(/(z)e-'G(z)) = H(z)

for z G G, where

(4.27) H(z) = u(z)e-^z) - Re e~s(A w, (z).

For r < 1, we have (by formula (4.4))

(4.28) f(2) - ^[¿jf /^Ity/»)!^* + //?0«],

for |z| < r, where

(4.29, f»-¿jf*o£±Í*
and /?0(r) can be determined by the formula

(4.30) /?0(r) = -(/-(OV'^ + ¿ J^ /Im*«ff (//•) ¿a.

Since G(re'a) and H(re'°) are continuous in r < 1,0 < a < 2ît, we may let

r -+ 1 obtaining

(4.31) /(Z) = /^[¿J^ /Míj^jJLli* + ̂ ]

for \z\ < 1, where

(4.32, ^-¿jfo^ii*

and

(4.33) ß, = -y (0)/*°> + ¿ JT** /^^ff (/■) <ftr.

It follows from (4.31) that (Lemma 2.2) |/(z)| < C¡ M, and

(4.34) ]/<*)-f(hH<Ci*\*w-'if-

Therefore, it follows from (4.24)

(4.35) K(z,) - w0(z2)| < C2K\zx - z2\a.
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Hence the desired result follows from the relation w = w0 + w{.

In respect of the Riemann-Hilbert type boundary value problem Vekua [12]

has established the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3 (Vekua [12, p. 223]). Let A, B, F of (2.1) be bounded

measurable on TJ. If w(z) = u + iv is a solution of (2.1) in U, continuous in U

and satisfies the boundary condition

au + ßv = Re[Mz)w] = v(z)   (on dU),

X = a + iß, \X(z)\ = 1, where X(z) and v(z) G C^dU), 0 < {i < 1, then w(z)

Since Vekua's method depends on the Similarity Principle (Lemma 3.2),

therefore it is difficult to apply his method to study the differential properties

of w(z) in U under the differential boundary conditions.

We shall introduce an elementary method to study this problem.

Theorem 4.4. Let A, B, F of (2.1) belong to C™(U), 0 < ¡x < 1. If
w(z) = u(z) + iv(z) is a solution of (2.1) in U, continuous in U and satisfies the

boundary condition

(4.36) au + ßv = Re[Mz)w] = v(z)   (on dU),

where X = a + iß, \X(z)\ = 1, X(z) and v(z) G C™+l(dU), 0 < ju < 1, then
w(z) G C?+l(Ü).

Proof. The solution w(z) is representable in the form (Theorem 2.4)

(4.37) w(z) = f(z) - \SiuAW\mz+Fd^ = m - *<*>

where f(z) is a function holomorphic in U, continuous in U, and satisfies the

boundary condition

(4.38) Re [Mz~)f{z)] = vQ(z)   (ondU),

where

r0(z) = v(z) + Re [W)g(z)].

The function g(z) G C^U) (Theorem 2.1); hence v0(z) G C^dU). We

want to prove that the solution f(z) of the Riemann-Hilbert problem (4.38)

belongs to the class C (U).

The function X(z) can be represented on 9 U in the form

(4.39) \Jz) = z-"exWe-^
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where x(z) = p + iqisa. function holomorphic in \z\ < 1, the imaginary part

of which on \z\ — 1 is given by q = — arg v0(z) + n arg z, the integer n is so

chosen that every branch of q(z) is a single valued function on \z\ = 1. The

function x(z) may be constructed by means of the Schwarz integral

(4.40, „»-¿¿fWiiif

Since q G C^dU), x(z) G C^U) (Lemma 2.2). Moreover,

^(x, U) < M^C^q, dU),       Mp = constant.

Introducing the expression (4.39) into the boundary condition (4.38) we obtain

(4.41) Rt[z-ne^f(z)] = v,(z),       vx(z) = v0e*\

Evidently, vx G C^dU). If n < 0, (4.41) implies that

(4-42) rtO.^jL,,«^.?* <ft"-..

where C0 is a real constant. Hence, in view of the continuity of f(z) we have

C0 = 0,    f %! (ei8)e-ki9d9 = 0   (Ä: = 0,...,-«+ 1).

These relations ensure the continuity of f\z) at the point z = 0. Therefore f\z)

has the form

(4.43) f(z) = e—{   ^M£
J v ' m   Jw   t- z

It follows immediately from the above result that/(z) G C (Ü).

If n > 0 the solution of the problem (4.41) is given by the formula

(4-44, /W.£^4,(()l±i* + .-*)t|CiA

where Ck are complex constants which satisfy the conditions

C2n-k~-?k        (fc = 0,1,...,«).

It follows from (4.44) that f(z) G C (U). Thus, in view of (4.37), w(z)

6 C,(U).
Since w(z) G C (I/), g(z) G C^U) (Theorem 2.2); hence v0(z) G C¿(9C/)

and since <? G Cj(9t/), xOO G C,j(t7), so that vx(z) G C¿(9í/). It follows

from (4.43), (4.44) again that/(z) G C\(V). Thus, by (4.37), w(z) G C\(V).
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By continuing a similar reasoning we conclude that w(z) G C™   (U).

5. Generalized Schwarz reflection principle. Let A(z,l), B(z,l), F(z,l) be

holomorphic functions for z, £ in a symmetric region ß. Now we are in a

position to study the relfection principle of the solutions of the following

equations

(5.1) w2 = A(z,z)w(z) + B(z,z)w(zj + F(z).

Lemma 5.1. Let ß+ be the part in the upper half-place of ß, and let a be the

part of the real axis in ß. Suppose that w(z) = u + iv is a solution of the

differential equation (5.1) in ß+, continuous in ß+ U a, satisfying

Re[X(x>] ■ au + ßv = p(x),       X(x) = a(x) + iß(x),

on o, where p(z), a(z), ß(z) are holomorphic functions in ß, such that a(z) — iß(z)

# 0 for z G ß - ß+, a(z) + iß(z) = 0 for z G ß+ U o. Then w(z) can be

continued analytically into the domain ß; that is, there exists a unique w(z) which

is a solution of (5 A) in ß and which agrees with the given w(z) in ß+ U a.

Proof. SeeYu[13].

Theorem 5.1. Let ß+ be the part in the upper half-plane ofü, and let a be the

part of the real axis in ß. Suppose that w(z) = u + iv is a solution of (5.1) in

ß, u(z) continuous in ß+ U o, satisfying

(5.2) u(x,0) = p(x),

where p(z) is holomorphic in ß. Then w(z) can be continued analytically into ß;

that is, there exists a unique w(z) which is a solution of(5.\) in ß and which agrees

with the given w(z) in ß+ U a.

Proof. Let D be a region with a smooth boundary dD such that D U dD

C ß+ U a. The boundary dD is supposed to contain a closed segment

o0, o0 < o. We note that the function p(x) is Holder continuous on a. Hence

«(z)is Holder continuous on dD. By Theorem 4.1, w(z) is continuous on

D U Oq] it therefore follows from Lemma 5.1 that w(z) can be continued

analytically into whole D U a0 U I>, where D = {z|z G D). But we can take

D so that its boundary is as close as desired to the boundary of ß+. This

completes the proof.

6. Generalized M. Riesz theorem. In this section we shall generalize the

theorem of M. Riesz for conjugate functions to the solutions of the equation

(1.1). The coefficients a, b, c, d,f g of (1.1) will be assumed to be continuous

in{|z| < 1}.
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Unlike holomorphic functions, it is not always possible to assume v(0) = 0

for a solution (u(z),v(z)) of (1.1).

Lemma 6.1. The differential equations

(6.1) dv/dy = — bv,       9f/9x = dv

have a nontrivial real continuous solution v(z) in \z\ < 1 if and only ifb, c satisfy

the condition

(6.2) fQy b(x,t)dt + JoX d(t,y)dt - foy b(0,t)dt + foX d(t,0)dt.

Furthermore, let ß be an arbitrary real number, if b, d satisfy the condition (6.2),

then (6.1) has a unique solution v(z) such that v(0) = ß.

Proof. The general solution of the first equation of (6.1) is given by

v(x,y) = k(x)exp - Jq b(x,t)dt

and the general solution of the second equation of (6.1) is given by

v(x,y) = /(>-)exp|^*</(i,.y)Aj

where k(x) and l(y) are continuous functions in (—1,1).

It is clear that (6.1) has a solution if and only if

(6.3) k(x)exp[-foy b(x,t)d^ = /(y)exp[/o* d(t,y)dt~\.

The formula (6.3) is equivalent to

k(x) = /( v)exp [ foX d(t,y)dt + f' b(x, t)dt].

Consider now k(0) ¥= 0; then we see

/(>>) = *(0)exp[- //6(0,0^]

and A:(0) = 1(0).
Similarly,

k(x) = l(0)expl fj d(t,0)dt\.

Hence the formula (6.2) follows from these statements.
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If the functions b, d satisfy the condition (6.2), then

v(x,y) = ß exp [- f' b(x, t) dt + JT* d(t, 0) rfi]

= ß exp [ fQX d(t,y) dt - f' 6(0, t) di]

is the solution of (6.1) such that v(0) = ß.

Lemma 6.2. Let w — u + iv be a solution o/(l.l) in \z\ < 1, v(0) # 0. Then

(1.1) has another solution of the form u(z) + ivx(z) in |z| < 1, i/i(0) = 0 if and

only if the coefficients b, d satisfy the condition (6.2).

Proof. Let m(z) be a real solution of (6.1) such that m(0) = —v(0). Then

the function u(z) + i(m(z) + v(z)) serves the purpose.

Let U = {|z| < 1}. For any continuous function/defined on U, we put

(6.4) Mp(f;r) = {¿£ W)\'dtf\       0 </> < oo,

and

(6.5) \\f\\p-osnP<iMp(f;r).

Lemma 6.3. Iff is a holomorphic function in U, then M (f; r) is a monotonically

increasing function of r in [0,1), 0 <Cp < oo.

Proof. See Rudin [10, p. 330].

This suggests the following lemma.

Lemma 6.4. Iff is a holomorphic function in U, then

\\f\\p = \imMp(f;r),

where \\f\\p is defined in (6.5).

Lemma 6.5. Let G(z) be Holder continuous in every \z\ < r, 0 < r < 1, with

\\G\\p< K,l<p< oo. If

(6.6) Gr(2) = l^G{re<a)Ç±ldat

for \z\ < r < 1, then there exists a constant M independent of G and r such that

(6.7) \\Gr(z)\\p<Mp\\G\\p,       1</><oo.
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Furthermore, ifG(z) G Ca(U), 0 < a < 1, then Gr(z) -> Gx(z) in Ca(U).

Proof. By the identity

(6.8, £±i* . (-, + -*L) * . |  4L - *
e'°-z \        e'a-z/ it-z

for ¡¿"I = 1» and (6.6) then gives

Consider

By Lemma 2.2, Gr+(z) is holomorphic in |z| < 1, Holder continuous in

\z\ < 1, and

(«.10) «rw-MW + iJ^^P«
for |z| = 1. Moreover, by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 6.4

(6.11) iig+coi;, < cjGo-mi^ < Qiicijp,

where ||G(rf)||L  denotes Lp norm for G(r£)on|f| = 1, Cx and C2 are

constants independent of r and G.

But

(6.12) f** G(reio)do  < ||l||itl|G(«*')||^ < C3\\G\\p

where || \\L denotes the Lp norm on \z\ = 1 and \/p + \/q = 1.

Applying (6.11) and (6.12) to (6.9), we get (6.7).
Now we are going to prove the second statement, since G(z) G CJJJ),

Ca(G(r$) - G(0, dU) -> 0, as r -* 1, by Lemma 2.2 and (6.10), we have

(6.13) Ca(Gr+(z)-Gx+(z), U)^0

as r -» 1.

Combining (6.9) and (6.13), we have

Ca(Gr(z) - Gx(z), U)-*0,   as r -* 1.

Lemma 6.6. Let G be a real valued, Holder continuous function in |z| < 1, and
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H be a real valued Holder continuous function in every [\z\ < /•}, r < 1, with

\\H\\p < \,p > 1. Iff(z) = u(z) + iv(z) is holomorphic in |z| < 1, and satisfies

(6.14) Re(/(z)e-'G) - H(z),       \z\ < 1,

then there exists a constant Np independent off, H such that

(6.15) 11/11, < Np(\\H\\ + |/(0)|),      p>\.

Proof. It is clear that the index of e~'G on \z\ = r < 1 is equal to 0.

For r < 1, we have, by formula (4.4),

(6.16) /(z) - /^[¿X* e'^H&'f^^do + /j80(r)],

for \z\ < r, where

<<17> »»-¿jf^&rí*-
and /?0(r) can be determined by the formula

(6.18) ßQ(r) = -if(0)e-¡^0) + ¿JÍ* /^«J^«*)*.

It follows from (6.17) that

(6.19) |*(0)| < omax2jG(reia)\ < C,

where Cx is a constant independent of r.

By Holder's inequality,

(6.20) |/* /W.Jfffy»)^ < H/^H/ffa)!^ < C2||/^

where || ||^ denotes the Lp norm on |z| = \,p > 1, and 1//? + 1/ç = 1.

The estimates (6.19), (6.20) give at once

(6.21) lA,«l<C3(||tf|k+ l/(0)|)

where C3 is independent of /f, r and/.

Now, by Lemma 6.5, we have

(6.22) vr(rz) -* p,(z),   as r -* 1

in Ca(U).
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The proof is completed by applying the above estimate, Lemma 6.5 and

(6.22) to (6.16).

Lemma 6.7. /// = 0 outside U and \\f\\p < oo, 1 < p < oo, then the function

belongs to Lp(U). Furthermore, there exists a constant Ap such that

(6.23) \\h\\p < Ap\\f\\p.

Proof. Since ||/||p < oo, the function

(6.24) rf \f(rei9)\Pd9

is integrable for r over (0, 1); hence/ G Lp(U).

Up = 1, we see

(«■25)

J-*Jo  \p-ze-,a\  H

Let a + ib = ze~ia = re/(9_a); we have

1 m

Jo J-
pdpdo

Jo J-*\p-zé-,0\

-1 rn pdpda

Jo J-

so that

(6.26) Jo J~* t/(p - r cos(9 - a))2 + r2 sin2(0 - o)

= fl C"_pdpda_     c

J° J~* \/(p - r cos(a - 9))2 + r1 sin2(a - 9) '

/  x    r i^ff)i¿» < f i/(pe-)i*/; f -^d0
(6.27) ~* °   ~* \P -ze    I

<q||/||i.

If/7 > 1, by the Holder inequaltiy, for \/p + \/q = 1,
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W«")l<£7'r^%**
•'U J—ir |p — ze

vo^-fp-«-"    v    /    \Jo J-v\p-ze-">\  H    )

ze

(6.28)

IP

By (6.27), we see

(6.29) £v\h(rei9)\pd9<C2\\f\\p°.

We now proceed to the generalized theorem of M. Riesz. In the case that

the coefficients b, d of (1.1) satisfy the condition (6.2) we have the following

generalization.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that the coefficients b, d o/ (1.1) satisfy the condition

(6.2). Then to each p such that 1 < p < oo there correspond two constants

A  and B , such that the inequality

(6.30) \\v(z)\\p<Ap\\u(z)\\p + Bp

holds for every solution w(z) = u(z) + iv(z) of (1.1) on U, where v(0) = 0.

Moreover, Bp = 0iff = g = 0.

Remark. By Lemma 6.2, it is always possible to assume v(0) = 0 in the

statement of the above theorem.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. First Method. Since ||w|| < oo, 1 </> < oo, u

G L (U). By Lemma 3.1 (the Basic Lemma),

(6.31) w(z) =f-¥\-±ff 2B>tU + ̂ didr,
V ' W \ÁZ)       TTIlJJu        S-Z '

for z E U, where f(z) is a holomorphic function in U. Therefore

(,32, Áz)-^-^5fvíifí2L
for z G U. Setting

(6.33) <*-« - ¿5

and

(6,4)        MO = .'«{«i ♦ ■.¿J/Jt^e£**.}

we have
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(6.35) Re{/(z)e-'G«} - ß(z)

forz G U.

Since m is a real part of w(z), by Theorem 2.6, ß(z) G Ca(Ür), Ur

= {|z|<r<l}. Therefore, the condition (6.35) fulfills the requirement of
Lemma 6.6; hence

(6.36) 114 < Np(\\ß\\p + |/(0)|)

and by Lemma 6.7, we have

(6.37) llißl^qdl^ + HFip.

Because v(0) = 0,

(6.38) /(0) = M(0)«(0) + lSSu 2lEÍ±J^dídr¡

and hence (Lemma 6.7),

(6.39) |/(0)| < C2(\\u\\p + \\F\\p).

Applying the estimates (6.38) and (6.39) to (6.37), we see

(6.40) ll4<C3(H+l|F|p.

Still using Lemma 6.7, we see

< c4(\\4p +114)

and therefore the desired inequality (6.30) follows from (6.31), (6.40) and

(6.41).
Second Method. The solution w(z) of (1.1) on U is representable in the form

w = w0 + wx where wQ is a solution of the homogeneous equation d2w = Aw

+ BW and consequently it is given by the relation (Lemma 3.2)

(6.42) w0(z)-,(*«<>,      *)-i//o(4 + i!&)£aï,

wx is a particular solution of the equation (2.1), which may be taken in the
form (Lemma 3.3)

(6.43) wx(z) = -lffuQl(z,nF(S)didri-lfJufy(z,!;)FÎndidv.

(6.41) TTflJJU

2Bfxu + ¡iF

$-z
didt]
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The function w and wx G Ca(U), 0 < a < 1, and the function^) is holo-

morphic in U and satisfies the condition

(6.44) Re[«"<*>/(«)] = u(z) - Re wx(z),       z E U.

Setting

(6.45) w(z) = Gx(z) - iG(z),

we obtain

(6.46) Re[e_,cW/(z)] = yS(z)       (z G C/)

where

(6.47) ß(z) = M(z)e-C'« - Re wx (z)e"G'W.

It follows immediately from the above result (Lemma 6.6) that ||4 < oo,

p > 1. Moreover,

(6.48) 114 <%(!!/%+ I/(0)|).

Since v(0) = 0,

(6-49) /(0) = ^°)(h(0)-h-1(0)).

Thus

(6.50) l/(o)|<q(H + IWp.

Evidently,

(6.51) \\ß(z)\\p < Cj(||«|, + Ihip.

Hence

(6.52) ll/ljp < CjflM!, + |k,|p.

Introducing the formula (6.52) into (6.42) we obtain

(6.53) 114 < Ap(\\u\\p + IWp.

This completes the proof.

If the coefficients b, d of (1.1) do not satisfy the condition (6.2), we cannot

always assume v(0) = 0 for a solution (u(z), v(z)) of (1.1). But surprisingly we

still can extend the theorem of M. Riesz to the solutions of (1.1).
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Theorem 6.2. Suppose that the coefficients b, d of (1.1) do not satisfy the

condition (6.2). Then to each p such that 1 < p < oo there correspond two

constants Ap and Bp such that the inequality

(6.54) \\v\ < Ap\\u\\p + Bp

holds for every solution w(z) = u(z) + iv(z) o/(l.l) on U. Moreover, 5=0 iff

mgmO.

Proof. First Method. As we did in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we again have

formulas (6.31), (6.32), (6.33), (6.34) and (6.35).
First, we show that f(z) in (6.32) is the only holomorphic function satisfying

the above statement. Suppose that fx (z) is a holomorphic function in U such

that lm(fx(z)/¡i(z)) = 0. Because /,(z)/ju(z) is a real solution of the equation

(6-56) ^ = {B-A)v>

which is the complex form of the equations (6.1) for real solutions; from

Lemma 6.l,fx(z)/[i(0) = 0. Then we must have/^z) ■ 0.

Next, we want to show that there exists a constant Np independent of u such

that

(6.56) 114 < NpNp(\\u\\p + \\F\\p).

By formula (4.4), we have

f(z) = «*»r¿ £* eil™Mß(re«>)r-C^do + iß0(r)]
(6.57) \_¿n->0 re   - z J

= ißoW'M + gr(z)

for \z\ < r < 1, where

<6-58) ^)-if02G(re-)r^2do.

Therefore, from (6.36)

(6.59) MJ&(r)/*He«} - /fc) - Re{gr(z)e-'G«}

for |z| < r < 1.

Since G(z) is Holder continuous in \z\ < 1, by Lemma 6.5

(6.60) vr(rz) -* vx(z),   as r -» 1,

in Ca(U). Then
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(6.61) ||Re i¿"r{rz)-iG{rz) _ Re /e<Vr«-/G(z) ̂  ^ q

as r -» 1.

We can show the following inequality

(6.62) ||Re/<?''"'^-''c^ > 0

by contradiction. If we assume that (6.62) is false, then Re(ie"'"2''G) = 0 and

the function e"'l<^+F~,G is a real solution of (6.55), then from Lemma 6.1, we

have jhiï+F-iG = 0; and therefore we must have e'"l(z) = 0.

From (6.61) and (6.62) it follows that there exist two constants dx, rx > 0

such that

(6.63) \\R<tieivArz)-iG{n)\\p>dx

for rx < r < 1.

On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we see

(6.64) \\ß(rz) - Re gr(rz)e~iG^ \\p < d2 \\ß\\p,

where d2 is a constant independent of r.

Therefore from (6.59), (6.62), (6.63) and (6.64) we have

(6.65) \ß0(r)\<d^\\ß\]p<d2(\\u\]p+\\F\]p).

Applying (6.60), (6.65) and Lemma 6.5 to (6.57), we get the estimate

(6.66) 114 < Np(\\u\\p + \\F\\p).

The desired inequality (6.54) follows from (6.31), (6.41) and (6.66).

Second Method. As we did in the second method of the proof of Theorem

6.1, we again have formulas (6.42), (6.43), (6.44), (6.45), (6.46) and (6.47).

Also as we did in the first method of the proof of this theorem, we get the

estimate

(6.67) \\f\\p<Np(\\u\\p+\\wx(z)\\).

The desired inequality (6.30) follows from (6.42) and (6.67).

7. Generalized Kolmogorov's theorem. In this section we shall generalize the

Kolmogorov's theorem for conjugate functions to the solutions of the equation

(1.1). The coefficients a, b, c, d,f g of (1.1) will be assumed to be continuous
in U.
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It is convenient to retain the norm notation (6.5) for p < 1, when || \\p is not

a genuine norm.

Lemma 7.1. Let

IfG(z) is Holder continuous for every \z\ < r, r < 1 and \\G\\X < oo, then there

exists a constant M independent of G and r such that

(7.2) HG^Ijp < Mp\\G\\x,       0<p<l.

Proof. The method in this proof is similar to that in the proof of Lemma

6.5. Using the same notation, we find by Holder inequality

(7.3) |/o2V(re-)|^a|< (£''{G^'f1'do}''({*"'doj < dx ||G|

where p + q = 1.

By Lemma 2.4, Lemma 6.4 and (7.3), we see

(7.4) \W(z)\\p < d2||G(rz)||A < ¿i,IIGII,

where ||G(rz)||Li denotes Lj norm for G(rz) on |z| = 1, d2 and d3 are constants

independent of r and G.

Applying (7.3) and (7.4) to (6.9), we have inequality (7.2).

Lemma 7.2. Let F, G be real valued, Holder continuous functions in \z\ < 1,

and let H be a real valued Holder continuous function in every {|z| < r), r < 1,

with \\H\\X < oo. Iff(z) = u(z) + iv(z) is holomorphic in \z\ < 1, and satisfies

(7-5) Re(f(z)eF~iG) = H(z)

for\z\ < 1, then there exists a constant Np independent off, H such that

(7.6) 11/11 < NßHW + 1/(0)1),      P < 1.

Proof. The method in this proof is similar to that in the proof of Lemma

6.6. Using the same notation, we again have estimate (6.19) and

(7.7) |/o2" eilm^H(reia)do\ < ¡Mrz)^ < dx ||ff||,

where || ||^ denotes the Lj norm on \z\ = 1, and d2 is a constant independent

oîH.
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The estimate (6.19), (7.7) give at once

(7.8) \ß0(r)\ < d2(\\H\\x + |/(0)|)

where d2 is independent of H and r.

Now, by Lemma 7.1, we have
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(7.9) hC ^Ä^TT^     < d3 \\H\\X
•w^u re   — z      b

The proof is therefore completed by applying (7.8), (7.9) and (6.22) to (6.16).

Lemma 7.3. Let

alo) K(z)-Skr1zd^

If ll/lli < oo, andf = 0 outside U, then there exists a constant C such that

(7.11) \\hr(rz)\\p < Cp\\f\

where Ur = {\z\ < r < 1}, 0 < p < 1.

Proof.

f(0

(7.12)

K(rz) = }fUrßLdtdr,

m') my.-Jim**™-&¥%«<+
Applying Lemma 6.7 for hr(rz), we see

(7.13) \\hr(rz)\\x<Ax\\rf(rn\<Ax\\f\\x.

Using Holder's inequality, we obtain

(7.14) £ \h,(rei9)\pd9 < (£ «^"'(jT M«")^)'

for 0 < /> < 1. Thus

(7.15) U*,^ < Ä,I^0»)|.

Collecting inequalities (7.13), (7.15), we get (7.11).

Lemma 7.4. For arbitrary positive numbers a and b
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(7.16) (a + b)   <{2P-r{aP + bP)i      p>L

Proof. It is well known.
If the coefficients b, d of (1.1) satisfy the condition (6.2), then we have the

following generalized Kolmogorov's theorem.

Theorem 7.1. Suppose that the coefficients b, d o/(l.l) satisfy the condition

(6.2). Then to each p such that 0 < p < 1 there correspond two constants Ap and

B such that the inequality

(7.17) \\v(z)\\p<Ap\\u(z)\\x + Bp

holds for every solution w(z) = u(z) + iv(z) of (1.1) on U, where v(0) = 0,

and || |L is as in (6.5). Furthermore, Bp = 0iff=g = 0.

Proof. First Method. By Lemma 3.1,

(7.18) w(z) =f4\--f( 2BT + ̂ dtdn,
V ' W H(z)       TTli JJUr S - Z

for z G Ur, where Ur = (|z| < r < 1}, and/(z) is a holomorphic function in

in-
setting

.JC-/Ö
(7.19) *~ - ^

and

(7.20) p,(„ = .-*«{*) + K-^gîSf^l««},

from (7.18) we have

(7.21) Re{/r(z)e-/G«} - pr(z),

forz G Ur.
Since « is a real part of w(z), by Theorem 2.6, pr(z) G Ca(Ur), 0 < a < 1.

Therefore, according to Lemma 7.2

(7.22) ||/r(rz)||, < dx(\\Pr(rz)\\x + |/(0)|).

According to Lemma 7.3

(7.23) \\pr(rz)\\x < 4,(114 + \\F\\),
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still using Lemma 7.3, we see

< ¿3(H4 + Ulli).
p

where the constant d3 is independent of r, u, and F.

Applying (7.22), (7.23) and (7.24) to (7.18), it follows that

(7.25) IK«0I!, < ¿4(H + Wit).

Hence the desired inequality (7.17) follows.

Second Method. This method is similar to the second method used for the

proof of Theorem 6.1.

If the coefficients b, d of (1.1) do not satisfy the condition (6.2), we cannot

always assume v(0) = 0 for a solution (u(z), v(z)) of (1.1) in U. Then the

generalized Kolmogorov's theorem has the following version.

Theorem 7.2. Suppose that the coefficients b, d of (1.1) do not satisfy the

condition (6.2). Then to each p such that 0 < p < 1 there correspond two

constants A  and B such that

(7.26) \\v(z)\\p < Ap\\u(z)\\x + Bp

holds for every solution w(z) = u(z) + iv(z) o/(l.l) on U, and || || is defined as

in (6.5). Moreover, B=0iff=g = 0.

Proof. First Method. We first proceed in the same way as we did in the

proof of Theorem 7.1 to obtain (7.18), (7.19), (7.20) and (7.21).

According to Theorem 2.6, pr(z) G Ca(Ur), 0 < a < 1, r < 1.

By formula (4.4), we have

(7.27) m = ehÁ2)[rS e^\(renp^2do + iß0(r)]

= ißQ(r)eh^ + gr(z)

for |z| < r < 1, where

(7.28, m-tf«rffcl*.
Therefore, from (7.20) we deduce that

(7.29) ReftSoW/*«-*7«} = pr(z) - Re{g,(z)e-/C«}.

Since G(z) is Holder continuous in |z| < 1, by Lemma 7.1,

(7.24) ira(.l(z) JUr

2B[iu + ¡xF

rz
d£d-n
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Ca(vr(rz) - vx(z), 17) -» 0,   as r -* 1.

Therefore,

(7.30) Im eivÁr2)-iG(n) - Im /*»«-«?<*) _> 0

uniformly as r -» 1 for z G Î7. Thus

(7.31) ||lm /*&»>****> - Im «*«"«« |^ -» 0

as r -» 1.

Since eWl^'/ii(z) is a nontrivial solution of

(7.32) S-»-4h
it follows that ||Im fiVHOMj^ > 0; otherwise eivM/i>.(z) is a nontrivial real

solution of (6.1); this contradicts Lemma 6.1.

Therefore, by Lemma 7.4, there exist two positive numbers Cx, rx such that

(7.33) ||Im ^>-/c^ > q > 0

for n < r < 1.
On the other hand, by Lemma 7.3 and Lemma 7.4, we get

(7-34) \\pr(rz)\\ < C2(||4 + l|F||,)

and

(7.35) hr(rz)\\p < C3(||4 + IIFII,).

By Lemma 2.4, (7.19) and (7.34), we see

1
(7.36) «■(")

H(rz)
< C4\\pr(rz)\\x < C5(||4 + IIFII,).

Therefore, we have

(7.37) pr(rz) - Re Srirz)-^     < C6(H + W

Thus, from (7.21), we deduce that

(7.38) \ßo(r)\ < £(114 + llUt).

Applying (7.38), Lemma 2.4 and (7.34) to (7.27), we get the estimate
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(7.39) \\fr(rz)\\p < C7(H4 + ||F||,),

where C7 is independent of r, u, and F. Hence the desired inequality (7.25)

follows from (7.18), (7.24) and (7.39).

Second Method. This method is similar to the second method used for the

proof of Theorem 6.2.
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